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Abstract

Background: Our main objective in the current study was to evaluate the long-term effectiveness (12 months from
baseline) of I Move (a web-based computer tailored physical activity intervention, based on self-determination
theory and motivational interviewing). To this end, we compared I Move to a web-based computer tailored
physical activity intervention based on traditional health behavior theories (Active Plus), and to a no-intervention
control group. As a secondary objective, the present study aimed to identify participant characteristics that
moderate the long term effects of I Move and Active Plus.

Methods: A randomized controlled trial was conducted, comparing three research conditions: 1) the I Move
condition, participants in this condition received I Move; 2) the Active Plus condition, participants in this condition
received Active Plus; 3) the control condition; participants in this condition received no intervention and were
placed on a waiting list. Main outcome measures were weekly minutes of moderate to vigorous physical activity
and weekly days with minimal 30 min of physical activity. All measurements were taken by web-based
questionnaires via the study website. Intervention effects were analyzed using multilevel linear regression analyses.

Results: At 12 months from baseline, I Move was found to be effective in increasing weekly minutes of moderate
to vigorous physical activity (ES = .13), while Active Plus was not. In contrast, Active Plus was found to be effective
in increasing weekly days with≥ 30 min PA at 12 months (ES = .11), while I Move was not. No moderators of the
effects of I Move were found.

Conclusions: The results suggest that web-based computer tailored physical activity interventions might best
include elements based on both self-determination theory/motivational interviewing and traditional health
behavioral theories. To be more precise, it is arguable that the focus of the theoretical foundations, used in new
web-based PA interventions should depend on the intended program outcome. In order to draw firm conclusions,
however, more research on the effects of self-determination theory and motivational interviewing in web-based
physical activity promotion is needed.
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Background
Regular physical activity (PA) is highly beneficial for
health, and decreases the risk of many adverse health
conditions such as coronary heart disease, type 2 dia-
betes and breast and colon cancer [1]. Unfortunately,
large parts of the world populations are insufficiently
physically active [2] thus making the promotion of PA a
public health priority [3, 4]. Previous research has shown
that intensive and repeated counseling by health care
professionals is effective in getting individuals to in-
crease their PA level [5–7]. However, face-to-face PA
counseling interventions are often too expensive to be
implemented on a population level [8, 9].
Web-based computer tailored PA interventions might

be a plausible alternative to individual PA counseling
[10]. These interventions provide individualized feed-
back that matches personal characteristics and needs
[10–12]. Delivery via the internet makes it possible to
reach large numbers of people for relatively low costs
[10, 11, 13, 14]. Recent meta-analyses show that web-
based computer tailored PA interventions are capable of
producing modest but significant short-term increases in
PA [15, 16]. However, several studies show that these
short-term effects tend to diminish or extinguish as
follow-up up time increases [15, 16].
To date, web-based computer tailored PA interven-

tions have typically been based on traditional health be-
havior theories such as social cognitive theory (SCT),
self-regulation theory (SRT), the trans-theoretical model
(TTM) and the theory of planned behavior (TPB) [12,
15, 17]. Interventions of this type, hereafter referred to
as ‘traditional interventions’, make use of theoretical con-
structs such as stages of change, modeling, attitude and
self-efficacy [15]. Recent research on determinants of
sustained PA behavior, however, shows another theoret-
ical construct to be essential: autonomous motivation
[18–21]. Substantial evidence suggests that having higher
autonomous motivation makes an individual more likely
to persist with a PA routine [22]. Although the concept of
autonomous motivation does not feature explicitly in
SCT, SRT, TTM or TPB, it is central to self-determination
theory (SDT) and motivational interviewing (MI) [23, 24].
Applying the principles of SDT and MI in web-based
computer-tailored PA interventions could be a promising
improvement for these interventions, and could possibly
be more effective in promoting sustained PA behavior
than traditional web-based computer tailored PA inter-
ventions [25].
In order to gain more insight into the effectiveness

and feasibility of applying SDT and MI in web-based PA
promotion, we systematically developed I Move, a web-
based computer tailored PA intervention, grounded in
SDT and MI [23, 24, 26]. I Move was found to be effect-
ive in significantly increasing PA behavior in the short

term (3–6 months after baseline), compared to a no-
intervention control condition (Friederichs S, Oenema
A, Bolman C, Lechner L: Effects of motivational inter-
viewing and self-determination theory in a web-based
computer tailored physical activity intervention: a ran-
domized controlled trial, submitted). The short-term ef-
fects of I Move on PA behavior were comparable to the
short-term effects of Active Plus (a traditional web-
based computer tailored PA intervention). Autonomous
motivation, however, may be especially important for
sustained changes in PA behavior. Differences in effects
on PA between I Move and Active Plus could therefore
become more pronounced in the long-term. In the
current paper, we aim to assess how the 6-month effects
of I Move on PA behavior evolve over time (until
12 months from baseline), compared to Active Plus, and
compared to a no-intervention control group. First, how-
ever, we provide additional background on SDT and MI.

Self-determination theory & motivational interviewing
SDT is a comprehensive theory of behavioral motivation
[24, 27, 28], which has proven to be particularly useful
in the context of PA research, both for accounting for
patterns of PA behavior and for informing the develop-
ment of interventions for promoting PA [22, 29]. Central
to this theory is the difference between autonomous and
controlled motivation. Both autonomous and controlled
motivation influence behavior, but they each lead to a
different outcome, with autonomous motivation leading
to greater commitment and long-standing maintenance
of behavior [24, 27, 28, 30]. SDT posits that individuals
are more likely to exhibit autonomous motivation when
three basic psychological needs are supported: autonomy
(i.e. the need to feel that one can choose one’s behav-
iors), competence (the need to feel competent and
confident) and relatedness (the need to feel connected to
and understood by others) [24, 27, 28]. Motivational
interviewing (MI) is defined as “a collaborative conversa-
tion style for strengthening a person’s own motivation and
commitment to change” [23]. Several researchers have ar-
gued that the specific client-centered communication
skills used in motivational interviewing (MI) can be used
to support client’s basic psychological needs [29, 31–33].
In recent years, numerous PA counseling interventions

that combine the theoretical framework of SDT with the
practical strategies from MI have been developed and
evaluated in randomized controlled trials [19, 34–43]. In
general, these interventions are effective in promoting a
sustained increase in PA. As discussed above, however,
face-to-face PA counseling interventions are often too
expensive to be implemented on a large scale [8, 9].
Web-based computer tailored PA interventions grounded
in SDT and using the communication style and principles
from MI, may be promising for promoting sustained PA
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behavior on the population level at relatively low costs
[25]. To our knowledge, however, no studies have yet eval-
uated the long term effects of SDT and MI in web-based
PA promotion.

Research objectives
Our main objective in the current study was to evaluate
the long-term effectiveness (12 months from baseline) of
I Move (a web-based computer tailored PA intervention
aimed at adults, based on SDT and MI). To this end, we
compared I Move to a traditional web-based computer
tailored PA intervention (Active Plus), and to a no-
intervention control group. It was hypothesized that at
12 months from baseline, the effects of I Move would be
better retained compared to the effects of Active Plus.
Moderator analyses can identify the participant sub-

groups in which an intervention exerts the greatest ef-
fects, enabling a more in-depth view on impact of the
intervention. Such results can potentially yield recommen-
dations for future intervention adaptation and develop-
ment [44]. Previous studies on tailored PA interventions
have shown that participant characteristics (such as age
and gender and the intention to be sufficiently physically
active) can moderate the effects of tailored PA interven-
tions [45–52]. The short-term effects of I Move on PA at
6 months were moderated by gender, age and relational
status; the effects of I Move were more pronounced in
male participants, participants younger than 47, and par-
ticipants who were single. Therefore, as a secondary ob-
jective the present study aimed to identify participant
characteristics that moderate the long term effects of I
Move and Active Plus.

Method
For the purpose of this study, we conducted a random-
ized controlled trial (RCT), which was registered with
the Dutch Trial Register (NTR4129).

Participants and procedure
Individuals between 18 and 70 years old, who did not
have a condition that seriously impedes their ability to
be physically active, who did not take part in one of the
pilot studies [53, 54], and who were less physically active
than 5 days per week for 60 min per day were considered
for participation [26]. A power calculation (ES = .25;
power = .80), showed that data from 600 participants
would be needed for this study. Based on an expected
dropout of 40-70 % [55, 56], we needed to enroll 2,000 re-
spondents in the study.
The study procedure and flow of participants is shown

in Fig. 1. From September to December 2013, participants
were recruited by means of advertisements (containing a
link to the study website) in national newspapers, social
media, and via an online panel. At the study website,

individuals were given the option to participate in the
study by clicking on the “I want to participate” button.
After passing through the inclusion questions and giving
informed consent, participants were randomized into one
of the three research conditions (1:1:1) by means of a
digital randomizer built into the website, and were asked
to complete the baseline questionnaire. The three research
conditions in this study are: 1) the I Move condition; par-
ticipants in this condition received I Move, a web-based
computer tailored PA intervention based on MI and SDT
[26], 2) the Active Plus condition; participants in this
condition received Active Plus, a traditional web-based
computer tailored PA intervention, based on traditional
health behavioral theories such as TPB, SCT, SRT and
TTM [57, 58] and 3) the control condition, a waiting list
control group.
Measurements were taken at baseline, and at 3, 6 and

12 months from baseline. All measurements were taken
by web-based questionnaires via the study website. Par-
ticipants from the two intervention conditions were also
asked to complete a questionnaire at 6 weeks from base-
line. This questionnaire contained questions that are
used to tailor the intervention content, as well as ques-
tions on process evaluation. In order to decrease attrition,
10 prizes of €50 were raffled off among those participants
who completed each questionnaire [59]. Among those
participants who completed all questionnaires, two tablet
computers were raffled off.

Ethics, consent and permissions
The Medical Ethics Committee of Atrium-Orbis-Zuyd
approved the RCT. Before being able to participate in
the study, all potential participants were asked to give
informed consent.

Interventions
I Move is a web-based computer tailored PA interven-
tion, aimed at increasing and maintaining PA among
adults [26]. The intervention is based on the theoretical
insights of SDT and the practical applications of MI.
Since developing interventions in a systematically planned
way increases the likelihood of effectiveness [60], we used
the Intervention Mapping protocol [61] to develop I
Move.
I Move entails four automated text-based sessions.

During these sessions, participants answer several ques-
tions (either by typing in their answer or choosing their
answer from a list). In between those questions they re-
ceive tailored feedback text messages and tailored
follow-up questions. As such, a motivational dialogue is
simulated between the intervention and the participant.
Alongside the text-based sections, at regular times dur-
ing the intervention, participants are offered the option
of watching short videos (starring a program host, a PA-
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Completed 12 month 
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N = 695 (66%)

Fig. 1 Flow of participants
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expert and four allegedly former intervention partici-
pants). Session 1 starts with an introduction, and after
that several topics such as the participant’s current PA,
how important he/she thinks it is to increase his/her PA
level, and how confident he/she is with regards to be-
coming more physically active are discussed. Participants
can choose to make an action plan to become more ac-
tive. Three weeks and six weeks later, participants re-
ceive an email invitation for session 2 and 3,
respectively. Session 2 and 3 address in more detail the
topics of perceived importance of and perceived confi-
dence in becoming more physically active. Participants
are given the opportunity to evaluate and adjust their
plans, and to formulate coping plans. During session 3,
participants receive feedback on their current PA level
as compared to their PA level at baseline. Three months
after session 1, participants receive an email invitation
for session 4. In this session, participants are given the
option to choose which parts of the session they want
to go through (ipsative feedback on PA, long-term mo-
tivation and confidence). The day after having com-
pleted an intervention session, participants receive a
PDF file by email, containing a summary of the session
content. For more detailed information on the content
and basis of I Move, please see the separate design
paper [26].
Active Plus is a systematically developed, theory- and

evidence-based web-based computer tailored PA inter-
vention [57, 58]. This intervention is predominantly
founded on traditional health behavior change theories
such as TPB, SCT, SRT and TTM. The original Active
Plus intervention encompasses three rounds of tailored
advice [57, 58]. In order to make Active Plus optimally
comparable to I Move (which contains four intervention
moments), a fourth tailored advice was added to Active
Plus. Furthermore, since Active Plus was originally de-
signed for individuals over 50 years of age, we adapted
the content slightly in order to make it appropriate for
the general adult population.
An important difference between I Move and Active

Plus concerns the degree of interactivity. In Active
Plus, participants are first asked to complete a ques-
tionnaire on all the relevant psychological constructs,
and then they the complete advice. I Move is designed
to simulate a conversation with the participant by
means of an interactive question-feedback approach.
Hence, the participant is asked to actively participate in
the intervention by responding to the questions, and
reading the feedback messages. In addition, several
other differences between the interventions exist, many
of which are related to the fact that I Move provides
more autonomy support. For example, before being
provided with information on PA, participants in I
Move are first asked whether they would like to read

some more about the beneficial effects of PA, while in
Active Plus no permission is asked, and information is
simply provided. In Fig. 2, the most important similar-
ities and differences between the interventions are
summarized.

Questionnaire
Demographics
At baseline, age, gender, weight and height (combined to
BMI), relational status and highest completed educational
level were assessed. Educational level was categorized into
high (higher vocational school or university level) and low
to medium (elementary education, medium general sec-
ondary education, preparatory vocational school, lower
vocational school, higher general secondary education,
preparatory academic education, and medium vocational
school), according to the Dutch educational system.

PA intention
As intention to become sufficiently active can be an im-
portant predictor of dropout in web-based PA interven-
tions [56], this was measured at baseline. Intention to
become sufficiently active was measured with 3 items
(e.g. ‘Are you planning to be sufficiently physically ac-
tive?’ Definitely not (1) – Yes, definitely (10)). Partici-
pants were informed that sufficient physical activity is at
least 30 min of moderate-intensity PA at least 5 days a
week.

PA level
PA behavior was measured at baseline, 3, 6 and 12 months
using the validated self-administered Dutch Short Ques-
tionnaire to Assess Health Enhancing Physical Activity
(SQUASH) [62]. All questions in the SQUASH were asked
for a typical week in the past month. Although objective
observation might be more accurate, self-report is often
the most feasible method when assessing PA in large-scale
studies because of the convenience and low costs [63].
Compared to self-report, measuring PA levels with accel-
erometers is rather intrusive, which does not fit well with
the accessible nature of a web-based intervention.
Total weekly minutes of moderate to vigorous PA

(MVPA) was calculated by multiplying the frequency
(how many days per week), and duration (how many
hours and minutes per day) of leisure and transport walk-
ing, leisure and transport cycling, sports, gardening,
household chores and odd jobs performed with moderate
or vigorous intensity. The relative validity (rspearman = 0.45;
95 % CI = 0.17–0.66) and reproducibility (rspearman = 0.58;
95 % CI = 0.36–0.74) of the SQUASH are reasonable for
the general adult population [65].
Total weekly days with more than 30 min PA were

measured by a single item: ‘How many days per week
are you, in total, moderately physically active by
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undertaking, for example, brisk walking, cycling, chores,
gardening, sports, or other physical activities for at least
30 min?’ Prior research provided support for the validity
and reliability of single-item self-reports of PA [64, 65]
and several studies found the single item PA measure to
be among the most accurate PA questionnaires, when
compared to accelerometer output [66, 67].

Statistical analysis
All analyses were conducted using SPSS version 22. As
instructed by the SQUASH manual, participants who re-
ported over 6,720 min of PA per week were excluded
from all analyses because being physically active more
than 16 h per day for 7 days per week was assumed to
be impossible [62].
Pearson’s correlation was calculated between the base-

line values of weekly minutes of MVPA and weekly days
with more than 30 min PA. Chi-square tests and one-way
analyses of variance (ANOVAs) were conducted to assess
potential baseline differences among the research

conditions. Logistic regression analyses were performed to
identify predictors of dropout at the 12-month
questionnaire.

Main outcome analyses
First, actual PA values (mean and SD) were calculated
for each research condition at each timepoint. To evalu-
ate the effects of both interventions on PA, multilevel
linear regression analyses with two levels: time was
nested within participant. Research condition was coded
into two dummy variables, dummyIMOVE and dum-
myACTIVEPLUS, using the control condition as refer-
ence. Separate analyses were conducted for both PA
outcome measures (total weekly minutes of MVPA, and
weekly days with ≥ 30 min PA). In both analyses, time,
dummyIMOVE, dummyACTIVEPLUS, dummyIMOVE*
time and dummyACTIVEPLUS*time were entered as in-
dependent variables. Variables included as covariates
were: baseline PA value (minutes and days), gender, age,
educational level, relational status, BMI and baseline
intention to be sufficiently physically active. To correct

I Move Active Plus

Theoretical framework SDT/MI TPB, SCT, SRT, TTM

Determinants adressed Autonomous motivation, basic 

psychological needs for autonomy, 

competence, relatedness

Awareness, knowledge, self-efficacy, 

modelling, attitude, planning

Examples of intervention strategies Asking evocative open questions to elicit 

self-determined motivational statements; 

providing empathically formulated 

reflections; importance and confidence 

rulers; reviewing past successes; 

providing the option for the participants 

to formulate action and coping plans

Providing normative feedback on 

behavior; encouraging monitoring of own 

behavior; providing feedback and 

arguments about pros and cons; providing 

personal feedback and new arguments on 

self-efficacy; providing role model stories 

about action planning; inviting to 

formulate action and coping plans

Degree of interactivity + (interactive dialogue with intervention 

software)

- (unidirectional advice is provided)

Degree of directivity - (permission is asked before advising; 

minimal normative information is 

provided)

+ (advice is simply provided; relatively 

much information on the importance of 

complying to PA guidelines)

Number of intervention moments 4 (at baseline, and 3 weeks, 6 weeks and 

3 months from baseline)

4 (at baseline, and 3 weeks, 6 weeks and 

3 months from baseline)

Summary of tailored intervention One day after each of the intervention 

moments, participants receive a pdf file 

with a summary 

One day after each of the intervention 

moments, participants receive a pdf file 

with a summary 

Fig. 2 General similarities and differences between both interventions
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for bias because of selective drop-out, analyses were
conducted using the whole dataset, including missing
data (intention-to-treat). Conducting multilevel analyses
on an incomplete dataset including missing data has
been shown to give better estimations than using mul-
tiple imputation [68]. Due to the flexible treatment of
the time predictor, multilevel analyses can make use of
all available data in the estimation of model parameters.
As such, research participants with only baseline data
can be included in an analysis and contribute to the
estimation of model parameters [68]. Aside from the
intention-to-treat analyses, completers-only analyses
were conducted (including only those participants who
provided 12 month PA data).
Cohen’s d effect sizes (ESs) were computed for both

measurement moments (6 months from baseline and
12 months from baseline) based on the unstandardized
regression coefficients and the pooled standard deviation
of the outcome measure (at 6 months from baseline and
12 months from baseline, respectively) [69]. Effect sizes
of 0.15, 0.20 and 0.25, respectively, were considered
small, medium and large [70].

Moderator analyses
In order to assess whether the long-term effects of
both interventions on PA were more pronounced in
specific subgroups of participants, additional moder-
ator analyses were conducted. In these moderator ana-
lyses, only the 12-month follow-up measurements
were included. Interaction terms between the interven-
tion dummies and gender, age, educational level, rela-
tional status, BMI and intention to be sufficiently
physically active were assessed. Separate moderation ana-
lyses were performed for each of the user characteristics.
If an interaction term had a p-value < .1 this interaction
was decomposed (using a median split in the case of a
continuous variable) and subgroup analyses were per-
formed [71–75].

Results
In Fig. 1, an overview of the flow of participants in the
study is presented. A significant correlation was found
between baseline values of weekly minutes of MVPA
and weekly days with more than 30 min PA (r .214;
p < .001). As shown in Table 1, no baseline differences on
key characteristics were found between the three study
conditions. Dropout analysis showed that the lower partic-
ipants’ age (B = 0.018 ± 0.003; p < .001) and the lower their
intention to be sufficiently physically active (B = 0.090 ±
0.022; p < .001), the less likely they were to complete the
12 month PA questionnaire. In addition, the more weekly
minutes of MVPA reported at baseline (B < 0.001 ± 0.000;
p < .001) and the fewer weekly days with ≥ 30 min PA re-
ported at baseline (B = 0.080 ± 0.024; p = .001), the less
likely participants were to complete the 12 month PA
questionnaire. Finally, participants were less likely to
complete the 12 month PA questionnaire if they were
married or living together (OR = 1.32; 95 % CI = 1.11-1.57;
p = .002), if they had a lower education level (OR = 1.22;
95 % CI = 1.05-1.43; p = .011) and if they were randomized
in one of the intervention conditions (ORIMove = 3.28;
95 % CI = 2.72-3.95; p < .001; ORActivePlus = 3.00; 95 %
CI = 2.51-3.60; p < .001). These predictors of dropout
were included in the effect analyses as covariates.

Intervention effects
Table 2 shows the actual PA values for the three research
conditions at all time points. In Table 3, the results of
the intention-to-treat and completers-only analyses are
shown. As can be seen in this table, the results from
intention-to-treat and the completers-only analyses are
highly similar. The results will be further discussed
below.

Intervention effects on weekly minutes of MVPA:
intention-to-treat
In these analyses, I Move had a significant effect on
weekly minutes of MVPA at 6 months from baseline;

Table 1 Baseline characteristics

I Move Active Plus No intervention F/χ2 (df = 2)

n = 969 n = 1101 n = 1018

Gender: % male 30.2 % 31.4 % 30.8 % 0.34

Age 44.99 ± 13.12 45.25 ± 12.67 44.48 ± 12.69 0.97

Relational status: % married/living together 74.4 % 74.3 % 73.9 % 0.09

Education: % high education 63.2 % 61.4 % 61.0 % 1.11

BMI 26.16 ± 4.78 26.06 ± 5.22 25.81 ± 4.51 1.33

Physical activity, weekly minutes 510 ± 573 479 ± 541 501 ± 554 0.89

Physical activity, weekly days 3.09 ± 1.70 3.09 ± 1.65 3.14 ± 1.70 0.16

Intention to be sufficiently physically active 7.07 ± 1.89 7.16 ± 1.81 7.16 ± 1.88 0.71
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participants from the I Move condition increased their
weekly minutes of MVPA by 76 min, compared to the
control condition (B = 76.22; p = .015; ES = .13). Active
Plus also achieved a significant effect on this outcome at
6 months; participants from the Active Plus condition
increased their weekly minutes of MVPA by 87 min,
compared to the control condition (B = 87.15; p = .003;
ES = .14). The effects of both interventions on weekly
minutes of MVPA at 6 months did not differ signifi-
cantly from each other (B = −10.94; p = .745; ES = −.02).
At 12 months from baseline, I Move had a significant ef-
fect on weekly minutes of MVPA; participants from the
I Move condition increased their weekly minutes of
MVPA by 71 min, compared to the control condition
(B = 70.65; p = .030; ES = .13). The Active Plus condition
did not have a significant effect on this outcome at
12 months (B = 17.54; p = .576; ES = .03). However, I Move
was not significantly more effective in increasing weekly
minutes of MVPA at 12 months, compared to Active Plus
(B = 53.11; p = .132; ES = .09).

Intervention effects on weekly minutes of MVPA:
completers-only
In these analyses, I Move had a significant effect on
weekly minutes of MVPA at 6 months from baseline;
participants from the I Move condition increased their
weekly minutes of MVPA by 96 min, compared to the
control condition (B = 95.92; p = .004; ES = .17). Active
Plus also achieved a significant effect on this outcome at
6 months; participants from the Active Plus condition
increased their weekly minutes of MVPA by 90 min,
compared to the control condition (B = 90.14; p = .005;
ES = .18). The effects of both interventions on weekly
minutes of MVPA at 6 months did not differ signifi-
cantly from each other (B = 5.77; p = .875; ES = .01). At
12 months from baseline, I Move had a significant effect
on weekly minutes of MVPA; participants from the I
Move condition increased their weekly minutes of
MVPA by 78 min, compared to the control condition
(B = 78.16; p = .015; ES = .13). The Active Plus condition
did not have a significant effect on this outcome at
12 months (B = 18.92; p = .531; ES = .03). However, I Move
was not significantly more effective in increasing weekly
minutes of MVPA at 12 months, compared to Active Plus
(B = 59.24; p = .089; ES = .09).

Intervention effects on weekly days with ≥ 30 min PA:
intention-to-treat
In these analyses, I Move had a significant effect on
weekly days with ≥ 30 min PA at 6 months from base-
line; participants from the I Move condition increased
their weekly days with ≥ 30 min PA by 0.3 days, com-
pared to the control group (B = 0.32; p = .001; ES = .17).
The Active Plus condition also achieved a significant ef-
fect on this outcome at 6 months; participants from the
Active Plus condition increased their weekly days with ≥

Table 2 Absolute PA levels at baseline, 6 months and 12 months

Weekly minutes of MVPA

Baseline 6 months 12 months

I Move 510 ± 573 640 ± 647 618 ± 625

Active Plus 479 ± 541 637 ± 665 540 ± 501

Control 501 ± 554 558 ± 581 536 ± 512

Weekly days with ≥ 30 min PA

Baseline 6 months 12 months

I Move 3.09 ± 1.70 4.06 ± 1.88 4.02 ± 1.86

Active Plus 3.09 ± 1.65 4.35 ± 1.81 4.04 ± 2.02

Control 3.13 ± 1.70 3.73 ± 1.89 3.84 ± 1.88

Table 3 Intervention effects on weekly minutes of MVPA and weekly days with ≥ 30 minutes PA

Intention-To-Treat Completers-Only

Weekly minutes of MVPA Weekly minutes of MVPA

B p ES B p ES B p ES B p ES

Differences in change 6 months after baseline 12 months after baseline 6 months after baseline 12 months after baseline

IMOVE vs CONTROL 76.22 .015 .13 70.65 .030 .13 95.92 .004 .17 78.16 .015 .13

ACTIVEPLUS vs CONTROL 87.15 .003 .14 17.54 .567 .03 90.14 .005 .18 18.92 .531 .03

IMOVE vs ACTIVE PLUS −10.94 .745 −.02 53.11 .132 .09 5.77 .875 .01 59.24 .089 .09

Weekly days with ≥ 30 min PA Weekly days with≥ 30 min PA

B p ES B p ES B p ES B p ES

Differences in change 6 months after baseline 12 months after baseline 6 months after baseline 12 months after baseline

IMOVE vs CONTROL 0.32 .001 .17 0.16 .110 .09 0.32 .002 .17 0.16 .112 .09

ACTIVEPLUS vs CONTROL 0.60 < .001 .32 0.22 .023 .11 0.62 < .001 .32 0.22 .020 .12

IMOVE vs ACTIVE PLUS −0.28 .006 −.15 −0.05 .615 −.03 −0.30 .009 −.15 −0.06 .577 −.03
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30 min PA by 0.6 days, compared to the control group
(B = 0.60; p < .001; ES = .32). At 6 months, the effect of
Active Plus on weekly days with ≥ 30 min PA was signifi-
cantly higher than the effect of I Move; participants from
the Active Plus condition increased their weekly days
with ≥ 30 min PA by 0.3 days, compared to participants
from the I Move condition (B = 0.28; p = .006; ES = .15).
At 12 months from baseline, I Move did not have a sig-
nificant effect on weekly days with ≥ 30 min PA (B =
0.16; p = .110; ES = .09). The Active Plus condition had a
significant effect on this outcome at 12 months; partic-
ipants from the Active Plus condition increased their
weekly days with ≥ 30 min PA by 0.2 days, compared
to the control condition (B = 0.22; p = .023; ES = .11).
However, Active Plus was not significantly more effective
in increasing weekly days with ≥ 30 min PA at 12 months,
compared to I Move (B = 0.05; p = .615; ES = .03).

Intervention effects on weekly days with ≥ 30 min PA:
completers-only
In these analyses, I Move had a significant effect on
weekly days with ≥ 30 min PA at 6 months from base-
line; participants from the I Move condition increased
their weekly days with ≥ 30 min PA by 0.3 days, com-
pared to the control group (B = 0.32; p = .001; ES = .17).
The Active Plus condition also achieved a significant ef-
fect on this outcome at 6 months; participants from the
Active Plus condition increased their weekly days with ≥
30 min PA by 0.6 days, compared to the control group
(B = 0.62; p < .001; ES = .32). At 6 months, the effect of
Active Plus on weekly days with ≥ 30 min PA was signifi-
cantly higher than the effect of I Move; participants from
the Active Plus condition increased their weekly days
with ≥ 30 min PA by 0.3 days, compared to participants
from the I Move condition (B = 0.30; p = .009; ES = .15).
At 12 months from baseline, I Move did not have a signifi-
cant effect on weekly days with ≥ 30 min PA (B = 0.16;
p = .112; ES = .09). The Active Plus condition had a sig-
nificant effect on this outcome at 12 months; participants
from the Active Plus condition increased their weekly days
with ≥ 30 min PA by 0.2 days, compared to the control
condition (B = 0.22; p = .020; ES = .12). However, Active
Plus was not significantly more effective in increasing
weekly days with ≥ 30 min PA at 12 months, compared to
I Move (B = 0.06; p = .577; ES = .03).

Moderators
Age moderated the 12 month effect of Active Plus on
weekly days with ≥ 30 min PA (p = .040). Active Plus was
more effective in increasing days with ≥ 30 min PA in
participants aged 47–70 (B = 0.368; p = .008; ES = .19)
than in participants aged 18–46 (B = 0.077; p = .583;
ES = .04). No additional significant moderators of the
intervention effects were found.

Discussion
At 12 months from baseline, I Move was found to be ef-
fective in increasing weekly minutes of MVPA (ES = .13;
p = .030), while Active Plus was not (ES = .03; p = .567). In
contrast, Active Plus was found to be effective in increas-
ing weekly days with ≥ 30 min PA at 12 months (ES = .11;
p = .023), while I Move was not (ES = .09; p = .110).
The difference between the 12-month effects of the

interventions on weekly minutes of MVPA was not sta-
tistically significant (ES = .09; p = .132). However, this
difference (about one hour of weekly MVPA) might still
be of practical importance [56]. At 6 months from base-
line, both interventions yielded a comparable effect on
weekly minutes of MVPA per week, while at 12 months
from baseline the effect of Active Plus had mostly disap-
peared (ES = .03; p = .567), and the positive effect of I
Move was sustained (ES = .13; p = .030). Although more
evidence is needed in order to draw firm conclusions,
this trend might be supportive for the use of SDT and
MI in web-based CT in order to achieve maintained PA
increase. The client-centered approach, as operated in I
Move, may have prompted participants to adopt PA be-
havior for self-determined reasons. As discussed earlier,
autonomous motivation facilitates long-standing mainten-
ance of behavior which may partly explain the long-term
effectiveness of I Move on this outcome [24, 27, 28, 30].
Then again, the 12 month effect of I Move on weekly mi-
nutes of MVPA is not overwhelming. The long-term effect
size of the I Move intervention on this outcome was .13
(9 months after the end of the intervention), while in a
meta-review on web-based PA interventions, the overall
mean effect was .11. (6 months after the end of the inter-
vention) [15]. Therefore, I Move may need to be further
improved in order to optimize its long-term intervention
effect.
No statistically significant differences were found for

the interventions with regard to weekly days with ≥
30 min outcome at 12 months (ES = .03; p = .615). Even
so, Active Plus was effective in increasing weekly days
with ≥ 30 min PA (ES = .11; p = .023), while I Move was
not (ES = .091; p = .110). This may be related to the fact
that I Move does not provide much information on PA
guidelines. According to the principles of SDT and MI,
participants in I Move were encouraged to set their own
PA norms/goals (which are not necessarily in line with
the PA guidelines).
Additional moderator analyses showed that the long-

term effects of I Move were not moderated by any par-
ticipant characteristics; this is supportive of the degree
and quality of tailoring in this intervention. The absence
of any effect moderators indicates that I Move probably
can be effective in increasing weekly minutes of MVPA
in different subgroups; for instance in participants with
different levels of education, and in different age groups.
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Active Plus was found to be more effective in increasing
days with ≥ 30 min PA in participants aged 47–70 than
in participants aged 18–46. This finding might be ex-
plained by the fact that Active Plus was originally de-
signed for individuals over 50 years. The intervention
content was adapted in order to make it suitable for the
general adult population [57, 58]. However it is possible
that the intervention was still more appealing and mo-
tivating for older participants.

Strengths and limitations
The study reported in this paper is the first to examine
the long-term effects of a web-based PA intervention
based on SDT and MI. Strengths of this study include
the strong randomized controlled design with a large
sample size, and no differences between the study condi-
tions at baseline. In addition, self-reported physical ac-
tivity was measured using a validated measurement
instrument [62].
Despite these strengths, the study has some limitations

that should be acknowledged. First, although we did our
best to develop I Move as congruent as possible to MI
and SDT, important differences exist between I Move
and MI or SDT-based counseling in a face-to-face con-
text. For instance, compared to I Move, a real human
counselor is better able to convey empathy and to react
to very subtle expressions of motivation. This leaves
room for improvement and further development. In the
future, more sophisticated techniques may be able to
improve the ability of web-based PA interventions to re-
spond empathically. Second, the fact that the interven-
tions in our studies differ from each other with regard to
both theoretical basis and degree of interactivity repre-
sents a potential methodological weakness. One could
argue, however, that using an interactive approach, as
was done for the I Move intervention, is inherent to de-
veloping an intervention based on MI and SDT, while
this is less obvious when working with traditional health
behavioral theories. Still, it would be relevant for future
studies on tailored interventions to assess the influence
of theoretical framework and degree of interactivity sep-
arately. Third, the attrition was considerable. Unfortu-
nately, attrition is very common in studies on eHealth
and web-based interventions [76]. Attrition was higher
in the intervention conditions compared to the control
condition. This is in line with the findings from a recent
review on differential attrition in health behavior change
interventions [77]. In this study, we aimed to handle the
missing data in the most accurate way possible by con-
ducting the main analyses using multilevel linear regres-
sion [68]. Indeed, applying multilevel analyses to an
incomplete dataset has been shown to give better esti-
mations than using multiple imputation [68]. Fourth, the
results of this study may be influenced by selective drop-

out (e.g., younger participants dropped out more fre-
quently than did older participants). By including all
drop-out predictors in the regression analyses as covari-
ates, and by analyzing the total dataset including missing
values, we aimed to account for selective drop-out as
much as possible [68]. Fifth, it should be noted that fe-
male and highly educated participants were overrepre-
sented in the research population. By conducting
moderator analyses, however, we aimed to evaluate
whether gender, educational level, and other individual
participant characteristics influenced intervention out-
comes; we found this not to be the case for I Move.
Finally, PA behavior was assessed using self-report ques-
tionnaires and although the SQUASH has reasonable re-
producibility and relatively good validity [62] a risk
remains that the data were subject to biases, for example
over-estimation of PA or socially desirable responding
[78, 79]. In our study, there clearly was over-reporting of
PA behavior (at baseline, participants reported to be phys-
ically active for ± 500 min per week). However, since over-
reporting was present in all three research condition (in-
cluding the control condition), it was possible to assess
changes in PA behavior over time in a reliable way. Still,
future studies on web-based PA interventions should in-
clude a more objective measure of PA behavior [80, 81].
Using a more elaborate PA measure would allow to better
distinguish between PA at weekdays and PA at weekend
days, which could provide useful information on PA pat-
terns throughout the week. However, assessing PA with
even more details and additional questions could also re-
sult in even more over reporting of PA.

Conclusions
The present study is the first to evaluate SDT and MI in
a web-based computer tailored PA intervention. In this
study, I Move was effective in increasing weekly minutes
of MVPA at 12 months from baseline, while the effect of
Active Plus on this outcome disappeared. This finding
provides support for the use of SDT and MI in web-
based computer tailored PA interventions. However, Ac-
tive Plus was found to be effective in increasing weekly
days with ≥ 30 min PA at 12 months, while I Move was
not. Together these results suggest that web-based com-
puter tailored PA interventions might best include ele-
ments based on both SDT/MI and traditional health
behavioral theories. To be more precise, it is arguable
that the focus of the theoretical foundations, used in
new web-based PA interventions should depend on the
intended program outcome. If the intended program
outcome is to get individuals to comply with PA guide-
lines, an emphasis on traditional health behavioral theor-
ies might be most suitable. If the intended program
outcome is to increase overall PA behavior (without tak-
ing into account PA guidelines), making strong use of
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MI and SDT might be more appropriate. However, in
order to draw firm conclusions, more research should be
done on the effects of SDT and MI in web-based PA pro-
motion. Future research should also assess the working
mechanism underpinning the long-term effects of this
type of intervention, and whether or not these effects are
mediated by an increase in autonomous motivation.
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